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1

The temperature
on Friday was 55
degrees. It was 23
degrees colder on
Sunday. What was
the temperature on
Sunday?

Friday

Saturday

2 Jared has a
liter of water.
How many
milliliters of water
does he have?

3 3 dozen flights

were delayed last
Sunday. How
many flights does
that equal?

4 Round these
numbers to the
nearest tenth.
14.55 6.84

5

6 The diameter
of the log equals 5
inches. What is
the
circumference?

7

Draw two
congruent
polygons.

8

Multiply
324 x 22 =
741 x 9 =
324.5 x 0.2

9

How many bones
does each baby
have? There are 13
babies in the
nursery and there
are 4,550 bones in
the room.

10 Which is
larger? One cubic
foot or one cubic
meter?

11

12

14

17

Chris has 1.5
yards of ribbon.
She needs 4 yards
for her project.
About how much
ribbon does she
need to buy?

I have a
quart of ice
cream. How
many one cup
servings do I
have?

How many
faces are found
on a rectangular
prism?

13

The answer
is 25. What is
the question?

Round to the
hundreds.
4,389 721
34,590

15

Name the
number of
ounces found in a
gallon.

16 Find the vol.
Volume=L x W x H
My box is 12.5 in
long, 4 inches wide,
and 10 inches high.

When looking
at a solid figure,
what is an edge?
How many edges
are on a cube?

18 Find the

19 Ashlyn ran
for 12.3 minutes.
About how many
minutes did she
run?

20 Monique’s has
gallon of milk.
How many 8
ounce glasses
could she fill?

21 What is the
value of the 7 ?

22 Give the

45,567,329

dimensions of a
rectangular prism
with a capacity of
48 cubic feet.

23 X = 4
5 + x = __
3x + 6 = __

24 How many
lines of symmetry
does a rectangle
have?

26

27 Identify the

28 Write four

29

30

31 The volume of

volume.
4 in.
4in

4 in

25

What is the
difference
between volume
and capacity?

Give the
value of pi.

value of x
10x + 4 =34
5x + 11 = 31

equations that
equal 20.

Write five
hundred thirtytwo and four
tenths in
standard form.

List the
factors of 42.

my box is 60 cubic
inches. What
could the
dimensions be?

